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there is a need for tools to provide teachers and learning designers with direct access to the data [3].
To address these challenges and needs, we have developed a browser-based tool that allows users without programming skills to build queries and generate customized
reports of complex educational data from learning management systems (LMSs). The Academic Analytics Tool (AAT)
[4][5] uses a familiar wizard-like interface that allows users
to “ask” questions to a LMS’s database using a series of easy
steps. Thus, AAT provides non-technical users with easy
access to all data stored in a LMS’s database, as well as
functionality to investigate and analyze this data. In this paper, we introduce the latest revision of AAT as well as a
staged evaluation that we performed in order to improve the
user-friendliness of the tool.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related works. Subsequently,
we introduce the latest revision of AAT, followed by Section
4 which describes the staged evaluation of AAT. Section 5
concludes the paper.

Abstract—With the rapid adoption of online learning technologies, there is a pedagogical imperative to evaluate the success
of online courses and analyze how student interact with electronic communication and learning resources. There is substantial data in learning management systems (LMSs) to inform this research, and many software tools aimed at mining
LMS data or providing statistics or visualizations about those
data. However, these tools provide either overviews or are very
specific to the information they show. In this paper, we introduce the latest revision of the Academic Analytics Tool (AAT),
which empowers users (e.g., teachers, learning designers) to do
their own investigations into complex educational data stored
in LMS databases. AAT allows non-technical users to answer
almost limitless questions about learners’ behavior and the
impact of teaching methods and learning designs. To improve
the user-friendliness of AAT, which is one of the core goals of
the tool, a staged, qualitative evaluation study has been conducted. By improving AAT’s user-friendliness, the tool gets
more effective in supporting users and enabling them to use the
huge amounts of educational data to learn how students interact with courses and learning materials as well as about the
effectiveness of teaching methods and learning designs. *
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I.

learning

management

With the expanding store of educational log data at most
educational institutions, there is an opportunity to gain significant insight into student behavior and the effectiveness of
current teaching methodologies and course designs. Furthermore, there is a growing desire amongst educators to
improve online teaching by offering learning opportunities
customized to individual learners [6]. To accommodate these
needs of learning designers and teachers, there is an urgent
need for a tool or method to allow them to easily access and
analyze student data, receive it in a format that is easily understood by users who are not versed in computational analytics, and share their insights and results with peers [7][8].
Providing access to the data is not enough, however. To encourage teachers and learning designers to explore and use
the available data, tools must be designed in a user-friendly
way, with their needs in mind [7].
Tools that are currently available for the purpose of
learning analytics fall into two functional groups. Educational data mining (EDM) tools (e.g., CoSyLMSAnalytics [9]
and MUSKUP [10], etc.) rely on statistical or artificial intelligence-based analysis, and other heuristics to provide fast
and efficient automated quantitative analysis on large scale
databases [11]. These tools efficiently detect patterns in very
large sets of data, but they are typically focused on one (or a
few) aspects of the learning process and are not tailored toward helping educators and learning designers direct their
own investigations. Furthermore, some of these tools are not

INTRODUCTION

With the growth of online learning technologies, educational institutions have access to an unprecedented amount of
data about how students learn and interact with educational
resources [1]. Yet, teachers and learning designers often get
little feedback about how students are interacting with and
learning in online courses. The challenge is to develop tools
and methods for analyzing this data, and making it accessible
to teachers, course designers, and the administration [2].
There is also a need to analyze the effectiveness of modern course designs and teaching strategies, to ensure educational institutions are not only emphasizing on available resources, but the educational outcomes of courses [2]. The
rapid adoption of online learning technologies has radically
changed how students access courses and educational resources: recognizing and adapting to these changes is critically important in developing courses that are compatible
with how students learn in a modern context [3]. While there
are vast stores of educational log data to inform this research,
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designed for use by non-programmers and rely on specialized training in analytics or additional software that is not
easily accessible to the average user.
The other group of tools consists of those that provide
visualizations of existing data (e.g., GISMO [12], LOCOAnalyst [13], SAM [14], etc.). While these tools are directed
to users without programming skills, they only provide them
with predefined visualizations. These visualizations are useful to provide educators with a good overview of what is
going on in their courses. However, educators are limited to
exactly these visualizations and if they want to know something else or would like to do some further investigations
into the visualized data, such functionality is typically not
supported by these tools.
AAT has a different purpose than these two groups of
tools as it aims to provide users without programming skills
(e.g., teachers, learning designers, etc.) with the freedom to
do their own self-directed investigations into the complex
educational log data of LMSs. Through its user-friendly interface and additional analytical functions, AAT allows users
to do simple as well as complex investigations to learn about
students’ behavior, as well as the effectiveness of course
designs and teaching strategies.
III.

Are optional quizzes actually used? Does the usage
of optional quizzes lead to better overall grades?
x Which quiz questions are outliers in terms of the average grade achieved by students?
x When teachers are more active in discussion forums,
does such behavior impact students’ overall grades?
In the next subsections, AAT’s architecture and structure,
general functionality, and analytical features are described.
A. Architecture and Structure of AAT
To achieve the goal of making AAT highly accessible,
the software has been designed to run on any computer, and
from any web browser. It requires no additional software,
and nothing needs to be installed on the user’s computer. The
AAT code is PHP-based, using JavaScript and jQuery/Ajax
calls to ensure high platform compatibility, fast processing,
and to allow the server to perform all processing tasks. Housing the software on a university server has the additional
benefit of allowing all users to access queries and results
shared by other users.
A key feature of AAT is that it is designed to be used
with any LMS that uses a relational database structure (e.g.,
Moodle, Sakai, Desire2Learn, etc.). This is accomplished via
templates—tables that interface between the tool and databases to define and translate the structure of the target LMS’s
tables to the internal ontology of AAT. Templates both specify precisely where data resides in a database, as well as the
relationship between those tables. Adapting AAT to a new
LMS is as easy as building a new template. This structure
not only ensures that AAT can be easily ported to new
LMSs, it also makes it easy to update when an educational
institution decides to make substantial modifications to its
LMS installation.
AAT is also designed to work with multiple databases using the same LMS and database management system (e.g., if
an institution has several instances of their LMS). Furthermore, AAT supports different database management systems
such as Postgres and MySQL.
Because data stored in LMSs is highly sensitive, and access requires adherence to security protocols, AAT provides
strong data security and password protection options that can
be applied to individual accounts for direct access, or tied to
the authentication system of the institution.

AAT

The Academic Analytics Tool (AAT) is a web-based
software developed with the needs of teachers and learning
designers in mind. It allows users without programming experience to build queries to access, extract, and analyze information from learning management systems (LMSs) about
how students interact with and learn from online courses.
At its core, AAT is a query-building engine with a wizard-style interface that steps users through the process of
selecting database tables, columns, and limiting criteria using
plain English instructions. Each page has detailed help text to
guide users through the process, and completed queries are
saved so they can be recalled, shared, edited, or extended as
desired. Very little text entry is required, as most options can
be selected by checking boxes or performing selections from
lists. Additional analytical features permit further refinement
or expansion of results, or precise targeting of key data.
While the queries generated by AAT can be highly complex, users do not need any expertise in data analytics; all
tasks in AAT are performed by stepping through the wizard.
The process of developing the most complex queries is broken into additional stages; the user first creates a basic query
to identify the data to be experimented on. Then, this query
can be used for advanced functions to target specific data.
This allows users to save their results in stages and experiment with different options to target exactly what is desired.
In the following, we show a few examples of the broad
range of questions that AAT can help to answer:
x Does high participation in course discussion forums
lead to better grades?
x When teachers share the best solution of an assignment with the class, does such behavior impact students’ performance on subsequent assignments?

B. General Functionality of AAT
The general functionality of AAT is based on four elements: profiles, datasets, patterns and a framework of learning objects. In the following paragraph, these elements are
described in more detail.
A profile in AAT can be seen as an experiment for extracting and analyzing information. It is also, functionally, a
container that groups and holds all of the selections made by
the user for the respective experiment. In a profile, users
need to specify (1) the LMS to be accessed (i.e., the user
selects a template associated to a specific version of Moodle,
Blackboard, etc.), (2) the dataset to be used for extracting
and analyzing information (i.e., which courses should be
used), and (3) the pattern(s), which indicate what the user is
interested in investigating.
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forums and their grades; a list of quiz questions and each
question’s average grade achieved by students, etc.) and can
be displayed in a sortable table on screen. Furthermore, results can be exported in CSV, XML, or HTML format for
distribution. In addition, as AAT is mainly used to easily
access complex data from LMSs and do some basic operations on these data (e.g., filtering data, building average,
counting occurrences, etc.), results can be used in other tools
to do more sophisticated analysis. For example, statistical
tools (e.g., SPSS) can be used to calculate correlations based
on the results outputted by AAT; visualization tools can be
used to visualize results; data mining tools can be used to run
advanced data mining algorithms on the results; etc.
To aid the user in understanding the effect of their selections, many of the stages of query development offer a preview window that is updated as the user selects or deselects
different options. An SQL preview window also provides a
dynamically updated view of the generated query, for the
information of users who are familiar with query language.
Furthermore, to provide a strong user support at every stage,
a pane on the left side of each page is used to provide an
explanation on what the respective pages is about. A user
guide and additional descriptions for key terms/phrases on
each page are also provided.

A dataset is a list of user-selected courses to provide the
data for the experiment. There is unlimited flexibility in the
building of a dataset: a user may select any course, all courses, or any combination of courses they desire to group courses in ways meaningful to the specific question being investigated. To give a few examples, a dataset might contain all
courses updated in a given month, all courses that use a specific learning resource, all courses that are designated as humanities, or business, etc.
Patterns are based on types of learning objects, which
are digital resources that students interact with and learn
from. These learning objects can include learning materials,
forums, quizzes, blogs, an outline of a course, video and audio files, etc. A pattern specifies which learning objects, time
spans, and specific details are to be investigated. A pattern
consists of two components: concepts, where users specify
what elements of a course they want to investigate (e.g., forums, quizzes, students, etc.), and attributes, where users
select specific features of concepts (e.g., forum post messages, grades of quiz questions, names of students, etc.). Each
concept can have one or more attributes, and users may select as many as they wish for each pattern.
As a final step in the pattern creation process, a user may
apply limits—functions to refine the data with filters (e.g.,
include only grades higher than 70%, or only those students
who started a course in the last six months). The limits builder
corresponds to the WHERE clause of a SQL query and allows
users to filter data on any attribute or combination of attributes, using a variety of comparison and filtering functions.
After a pattern is created and saved, patterns can be subject to further processing by chaining, where two patterns
are combined to expand the result set, and analysis, where
simple functions (e.g., count, sum, min, max, etc.) can be
used to analyze data in more detail.
The results of patterns are typically in table-format (e.g.,
a list of students and each student’s number of postings in

C. AAT Analytics
Once a pattern has been developed, it becomes available
for further processing. AAT has built-in analytical features
for this purpose. The pattern analysis interface (shown in
Figure 1) provides options to extract precise data from a pattern using calculations and filters that can be applied to an
individual field (to produce a single calculated result) or to
the entire table of data (to produce a new column with the
calculated result for each entry). Analysis options currently
include count, sum, average, min, and max.
In the following, a few examples are presented, showing

Figure 1. AAT Analysis Interface
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lected feedback and suggestions for improvement from the
users. Fourth, after the training session, the collected feedback and recommendations were analyzed and if feasible and
in line with the aims of AAT, they were implemented in the
next revision of the tool.
In the first phase, simulated data was used. The demo and
training session were held in June 2014 with 4 users participating in the evaluation. In the second phase, real data from
an entire educational institution were used. The demo and
training session of the second phase was held end of January
and begin of February 2015 with 5 users participating in the
evaluation (3 of these users took already part in the first
phase). All users were learning designers (who are one of the
main two target groups of AAT).
While the sample size for this study is rather small, it has
been shown that small sample sizes can be sufficient for
qualitative studies [15][16].

the types of analyses that can be performed:
Analysis with a single result output:
x Count all of the forum postings in the selected
courses and provide a single sum.
x Calculate the average grade of all students in the result set.
x Display the highest grade (maximum) achieved in
the selected course.
Analysis with a columnar result output:
x For each student, calculate the highest grade achieved
and return as a column added to the results table.
x For each course in the result set, calculate the average number of forum posts.
x For each learning resource listed, calculate the number of students who have accessed it.
In keeping with the broad applicability of AAT, a simple
pattern can produce a generic, unfiltered list of data based on
the selected concepts and attributes. With analytical and limiting features, a pattern can extract very specific data (e.g.,
list all students who achieved a grade lower than 60% on
Assignment 1 in a given course), or may include a formula
where the tool performs calculations on extracted data (e.g.,
to find out the average amount of time students in a given
course spent on the quizzes, or the number of times a given
discussion forum has been visited by students over a specified time range, etc.).
IV.

B. Results
In the first evaluation stage, we mainly received feedback
in three areas. First, users provided us with seven comments
about general user interface aspects, including, for example,
that the position of buttons was unintuitive, the sequence of
columns in the result pane is not intuitive, and SQL queries
should be hidden. As a result, we significantly improved the
user interface and ensured a consistent design on all pages.
Second, the presentation of concepts in the pattern creation
caused some confusion and users provided four recommendations on how to improve this part of the tool. Accordingly,
the presentation of concepts was revised based on users’
feedback. Third, three users suggested adding help text at
different places to make some functions easier to understand.
Furthermore, two of the three users commented on the terms
(e.g., patterns, profile, etc.) which would benefit from some
help text or renaming. Accordingly, help text was added in
two ways: (1) on each page, we added a pane on the left side
which provides general information about the page, what a
user can do on this page, as well as additional information
related to the page, and (2) at each term or phrase on the
page that may cause questions, a “question mark” symbol
was added which provides the user with an explanation on
what the respective term or phrase means once he/she hovers
over the “question mark” symbol. In addition, one new functionality was requested dealing with not only having private
and public patterns but also private and public profiles. This
suggested new functionality was implemented.
In the second evaluation phase, we received feedback in
four main areas. One of these areas was about navigation,
where we received overall eight comments. While we have
done some changes regarding the positioning of buttons as
well as making screens look more consistent, it seems that
with these changes, the pages were looking too similar and it
was more difficult for users to know where they were in the
whole navigation process. Some of the suggestions we received included adding a menu on the left or breadcrumbs at
the top, showing where a user is in the whole process. Furthermore, as the tool was now close to being launched more
broadly, users provided us with additional advice (five comments) on how to improve the user guide and provide addi-

EVALUATION

During the design and development of the tool, the project team, including people who are actively involved in
teaching and learning design, were meeting frequently to
discuss the progress of the tool and give feedback to the developers. Once the first version of AAT was ready, a staged
qualitative evaluation was conducted, mainly focusing on
evaluating the user-friendliness of AAT. In the next subsection, this evaluation process is described in more detail, and
subsequently, the results of this process are described.
A. Research Design
The research design for evaluating and continuously improving the user-friendliness of AAT was based on two
phases. In each of these phases, an evaluation was conducted, using the following steps. First, users were presented
with a demo of the tool, explaining to them the aim of the
tool and showing them how the tool works. Second, users
were provided with access to AAT and had the opportunity
in a training session to try out the tool. During this training
session, users were provided with exercises in order to guide
them from simple tasks to more complex ones, and help
them to explore what kind of questions AAT can answer.
Users were also provided with solutions to the exercises so
that they could check whether they managed to use the tool
correctly. Furthermore, during the training session, researchers were available to answer any questions users had. The
exercises covered all functionality in the tool but in addition,
users were encouraged to test the tool in any way they liked
with any other tasks/experiments they may be interested in.
Third, during and after the training session, researchers col-
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tional help for people who are not familiar with the tool (e.g.,
posting exercises and videos on how to solve them, creating
a FAQ section, creating a forum for answering questions,
etc.). In addition, users came up with six suggestions on how
to extend the functionality of AAT (e.g., providing visualizations of the results, having some default patterns that are
available for users right from the start, etc.). Another issue
for which we received five suggestions was the dataset interface. As we were using real data from an entire educational
institution, there were a lot of courses to select from and users were suggesting having some functionality to make this
selection process easier. As a response, we did some modifications to the interface, sorted all courses alphabetically instead of basing the sorting on the databases the courses were
in, and added functionality to batch-select courses by holding
the “Shift” key and clicking on the first and last course in a
range. Furthermore, we received three comments for the limits interface and another three comments on the analysis interface, as well as a few other minor issues which we addressed through respective changes.
Overall, it could be seen that the feedback and recommendations provided in the first phase were more basic user
interface and usability issues, while the feedback and recommendations of the second phase were more related to advanced usage of the tool, making it ready for launch, and
ideas on extending the tool with new functionality.
V.

evaluation is planned through a questionnaire to evaluate
AAT more comprehensively. Furthermore, we plan to use
AAT for learning more about student behavior and the effectiveness of teaching strategies and learning/course designs.
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